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CONGRATULATIONS FROM CIPS

CIPS EXCELLENCE IN PROCUREMENT AWARDS 2020

Malcolm Harrison FCIPS
Group CEO, CIPS
Welcome to the all-new CIPS Excellence in Procurement Awards

you are. From heroic stories of procurement teams working

2020, bringing the profession a brand new look to celebrate our

with their suppliers to continue to deliver fantastic value, right

20th anniversary of leading the way in Procurement Awards.

through to those helping in the fight against this deadly virus,

After listening to your feedback we have come back bigger and

procurement teams have been at the very heart of the solutions,

better this year with categories that best reflect the modern

many of which we have seen in your award submissions this

business environment, as-well-as a more streamlined entry

year. You are having a real impact in your organisations;

process which also helps to ensure a level playing field for all.

whether that is embedding innovation through digital disruption,
pro-actively embracing the sustainability agenda, shaping and

This year’s awards come at a difficult time for us all as we continue

developing supply markets or improving the wider community

to battle our way through the impact of the coronavirus crisis,

through a focus on social value. You are making a real difference

the devastating effects of climate change bringing raging fires

for customers, citizens, colleagues and shareholders.

to Australia and more recently California, and the Black Lives
Matter movement shinning a light on how much we still have to

I would also like to thank our expert panel of independent judges

do to fully embrace diversity and inclusion. Despite all this I was

for helping us to select this year’s winners. We pride ourselves

especially pleased to see so many of you making the effort to pull

in having the very best leaders in our profession on our panel.

submissions together. We do not underestimate the time it takes

They are a very busy group of CPOs and their time is scarce, so

to complete an award submission so thank you for taking the time

I want to thank them for the hours of reading and marking the

from your already very busy schedules this year.

submissions they have done; it is testament to their commitment
to CIPS and the wider procurement and supply profession.

And what times we find ourselves in. The devastating impact of

Thank you for your candid insights and rigorous scrutiny of the

the coronavirus pandemic has put immense strain on supply

submissions to help us decide the worthy winners.

chains and huge demands on procurement and supply teams
across the globe, but I am delighted to hear how so many of you

I hope you enjoy our digital awards ceremony and we hope to

have risen to the challenge. I have spoken to many procurement

back with you in person in 2021.

leaders during this time and, although everyone is under more
pressure to keep their organisations going, the praise and
profile that many procurement teams have received has been
outstanding.
There is nothing like success to breed success; challenge always
provides that opportunity to succeed and show how good
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James Allen

Simon Arnott

Duncan Brock

Dan Cameron

Asset Management Director

Director of Procurement &

Group Director

Chief Procurement Officer

Arriva

Employee Relations

CIPS

Quilter

Morgan Sindall

Andrew Cannon-Brookes

Bobby Dhanoa

Patrick Dunne

Laura Faulkner

Global Head of Supply Chain

Global Chief Procurement

Director of Property,

Director of Shared Services

Management

Officer

Procurement & Cost

Nationwide Building

Standard Chartered

KPMG

Transformation

Society

J Sainsbury

Andrew Forzani

Andy Haynes

Daniel Helmig

Laura Hobbs

Chief Commercial Officer

Commercial Director

Global Chief Procurement

Procurement Programme

Ministry of Defence

Houses of Parliament

Officer

Lead

Restoration and Renewal

PepsiCo

Royal BAM Group
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Alex Jennings

Melinda Johnson

Rachael Legg

Chief Procurement Officer

Commercial Director

Chief Procurement Officer

DS Smith

Department of Health

Johnson Matthey

and Social Care

Alex Muir

Clive Rees

Jim Townsend

Chief Procurement Officer

Vice President, International

Chief Procurement Officer

BP Downstream

Chief Procurement Officer

Walgreen Boots Alliance

and Deputy Head of Global
Supply Chain Unit
Fujitsu

Thomas Udesen

Antonia Wanner

Rob Woodstock

Chief Procurement Officer

Chief Procurement Officer

Chief Commercial Officer

Bayer

Nestlé

HMRC
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JUDGES’ COMMENTS
“Johnson Matthey has upskilled the function and wider business,
creating a professional procurement function from scratch and
developing an operating model to deliver centre-led procurement in
a decentralised business. A significant wholesale transformation and
excellent approach.”

Johnson Matthey
Johnson Matthey’s ambition is to be among the best-performing,

specialist and business expertise to drive and implement

most trusted speciality chemicals companies in the world.

category strategies. A 50/50 gender balance was achieved at

Its Procurement Excellence transformation is essential for

leadership level, with a 30% female presence across group

supporting strategic delivery, generating savings to reinvest, and

categories. Within two years, procurement has been established

driving business growth. Yet the most challenging aspect of the

as a credible global function, delivering significant savings and

transformation was the position JM started in. Its procurement

business value, ready to implement JM’s new operating model in

maturity diagnostic indicated it was some 15 years behind

the next phase of its Procurement Excellence trajectory.

industry benchmarks. This all changed in October 2017 when
Rachael Legg was appointed Group Chief Procurement Officer.
Within 12 months, there was a fully staffed, global, categorybased Group Procurement team, balanced with external

Procurement Team of The Year, Large Organisation finalists
Highly Commended: Dyson
Finalists: Astellas Pharma Europe | Clifford Chance | The Princess Alexandra Hospital | The University of Birmingham
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sea freight, but many factories and ports had shut down.
Alternative sources were found, including a UK-based
supplier of full face visors that could manufacture them
at a fraction of the cost of other providers. Within a mere
24 hours of being tasked with mitigating the risk, the pair
secured ongoing supplies for UK care homes and also built
emergency stock for Sunrise US. The team was even able
to help 12 other UK care providers source PPE products,
much to the admiration and gratitude of their colleagues.

JUDGES’ COMMENTS

Best Approach to Risk Mitigation
WINNER: Sunrise Senior Living
PROJECT: Project PPE

“Sunrise Senior Living leveraged the supply base for market
intelligence and developed sustainable local sources at
speed. It demonstrated a good appreciation of solutions to
challenges faced, not least operating on a tight budget.
They went above and beyond in helping their US parent
company and others in the UK. Good recognition was received
from stakeholders, including increased resources.”

Like many care home providers, Sunrise Senior Living wasn’t fully
prepared for the coronavirus. Its normal channels for sourcing
enhanced PPE ran dry in January 2020 amid a global surge in demand.
This risked not only the lives of 3,300 vulnerable residents in its
care, but also those of its 5,000 staff across 46 UK care homes. The
company’s two procurement staff leapt into action but had to be

Finalists: DAS UK Group | HSBC | Laing O’Rourke |

resourceful. Most PPE is made outside of the UK and is transported via

Lloyds Banking Group | Paxton Access

these hazards, with LBG spending approximately £5bn
across its 6,000-strong supplier base, supporting 19.5m
customers. The project aimed to identify which fourth
parties present the highest critical risks for LBG, such as
data or cyber security weaknesses. LBG would not manage
fourth parties directly, but ensure the third party is doing
so according to Lloyd’s requirements. Training and guides
for third parties have helped, along with fourth party
questionnaires. The project has achieved its aims, enhancing
visibility of LBG’s supply chain and providing comprehensive,
robust fourth-party data. This practice has proven invaluable
throughout the coronavirus pandemic.

Best Practice in Supply Chain Integration
WINNER: Lloyds Banking Group
PROJECT: Managing Potentially Hidden Risks - 4th Party Supply Chain
Resilience and Concentration Risk Project
Covid-19 impacts have left supply chains brutally exposed to numerous

JUDGES’ COMMENTS
“A truly innovative project, especially as it was initiated
pre-covid. A deeper understanding of the supply chain has
become more and more important for all of us, and this team
is demonstrating how thinking ahead can be of great benefit
to not only them but also to their 3rd party suppliers. It was a
challenging project, proving LBG are leaders, not followers.”

risks. However, when the pandemic struck, Lloyds Banking Group was
well into a two-year project to strengthen operations resilience. Its 4th
Party Supply Chain Resilience and Concentration Risk project sought
to improve the visibility of supply chain risks and integrate innovative

Finalists: Eiffage Kier Ferrovial BAM Joint Venture | I-Tel Group |

processes into its management framework. Covid-19 has intensified

Interpublic Group
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client spend data sources across 70+ countries and 13,000
suppliers into a global dashboard. The team consolidated
and scrubbed more than a billion transactions across
25 finance systems and 11 languages, using machine
learning and more than 50,000 business rules and lookup tables. Its supply chain data analytics team also ran
two workstreams and supported another to develop and
use unique, innovative algorithms to identify suspicious
transactions and companies. The project has enabled
advanced fraud detection, achieved savings for clients,
improved behaviours, and increased confidence in CBRE’s
global supply chain.

Best Use of Digital Technology
WINNER: CBRE
PROJECT: CBRE Global Supply Chain Fraud Analytics
Procurement fraud is the second-biggest economic crime, costing

JUDGES’ COMMENTS
“The considerable challenges faced were overcome through
collaboration and good technical solutions. The results show
an effective rate of offboarding fraudulent suppliers, while the
additional applications enabled cost savings, which were the
icing on the cake.”

corporations £2.2tn ($2.9tn) globally. Yet only 12% of organisations
use advanced analytics technologies to detect these activities, despite
43% of companies having lost money due to duplicate invoices and
49% catching employees committing scams with credit cards. To
address this, CBRE developed a fraud analytics strategy to identify

Finalists: Essex County Council | HSBC |

and display suspicious transactions after consolidating internal and

Interpublic Group |Sanofi

with no clear improvement strategy. What made it more
challenging was that the suppliers involved comprised
more than £13bn of annual spend, with £8bn alone
coming from the first five suppliers engaged. To improve
the MoD’s handling of relationships with key suppliers, the
organisation initiated a Strategic Partnering Programme.
And the dynamic new team has already delivered results,
boosting operational performance, mitigating risk, and
working across government to maximise opportunities.
The team has also achieved success in improving
behaviours and harnessing untapped potential across
both the MoD and suppliers. The programme has boosted
the average in payment performance by 8% this year; and
increased SME spend by 47% in the last two years.

Best Supplier Relationship
Management Initiative
WINNER: Ministry of Defence and Cabinet Office
PROJECT: Strategic Partnering Programme

JUDGES’ COMMENTS
“A great example of strategic supplier relationship
management with major suppliers covering a significant
amount of spend. Good results have been delivered so far.”

Improving relationships across an extensive and complex supply
chain presents considerable challenges. A 2018 internal British MoD
review revealed opportunities to better its supplier management
approach, which was restricted by a lack of coordination and focus,
whereby the full value and potential of relationships were unfulfilled,

8 WINNERS 2020

Finalist: BAE Systems
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experience and deliver ambitious savings. A key part of
this strategy was its Procurement 2020 Programme, which
used a vast data range and adopted newly digitalised
procurement processes. It delivered significant COGS
savings for both Jewson and parent company the SaintGobain Group. Notably, these included sector-leading
savings of 4.4% in net purchases, which is the highest in
the company’s history. “Procurement 2020 proved that
with the right governance, prioritisation and decisionmaking, even the most ambitious targets can be achieved,”
says Lisa Young, Jewson CPO. “I am delighted with the level
of savings delivered, and am proud of how the team have
performed and grown.”

Best Procurement
Transformation Programme
WINNER: Jewson
PROJECT: Procurement 2020

JUDGES’ COMMENTS
“The Jewson team have done an impressive job to transform
rapidly while under direct market pressure. The project had
a clear ‘Meta Story’, internal support and supplier buy-in
through Jewson Live.”

In the fast-moving digital age, companies prepared to challenge

Highly Commended: Sainsbury’s

the status quo can reap the rewards. In 2019, leading UK builders’

Finalists: BAE Systems - Submarines | Defence Infrastructure

merchants Jewson undertook a company-wide Transform & Grow

Organisation (DIO) | Department for Environment Food & Rural

programme to redefine the company’s purpose, values and strategy,

Affairs | NHS Supply Chain | The Royal British Legion |

as well as digitalisation. It also sought ways to improve the customer

The Salvation Army | Serco

Surgery can close or cover the spina bifida lesion before
birth. However, this procedure is extremely complex
and was rare in England. The team hosted a dedicated
market engagement session for interested providers to
share its procurement intentions and open dialogue. They
encouraged questions to improve their understanding of
the market and test assumptions. This helped clarify clinical
pathways, capacity for cross-cover and clinical competence.
For the procurement strategy, two specialist providers were
appointed for this intricate procedure. Six surgeries have
already taken place, which will transform the lives of the
patients.

Best Collaborative Teamwork Project
WINNER: NHS Arden & GEM CSU and NHS England
PROJECT: Transforming the Lives of Babies with Spina Bifida through
Pioneering Prenatal Surgery

JUDGES’ COMMENTS
“A great example of how using procurement as a partner and
process can play a pivotal role in enabling the business to
drive strategic goals, resulting in the advancement of medical
treatments for patients.”

A collaborative effort by NHS procurement teams in the East Midlands
has had a life-enhancing impact on babies and their families. NHS

Finalists: BAE Systems | Department for Environment Food &

England Highly Specialised Commissioners sought to provide pioneering

Rural Affairs | Dentsu Aegis Network | The Health Family | HSBC

prenatal surgery for foetuses with open spina bifida, as part of a

| Manchester University NHS Foundation Trust and NHS Shared

collaborative procurement project with NHS Arden & GEM CSU. Spina

Business Services | Nationwide Building Society | SUEZ Recycling &

bifida can cause severe disabilities and even dramatically shorten lives.

Recovery UK |
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850 suppliers producing sustainability action plans.
University CO2 reduction measures include cutting
traffic on campus, replacing older fleet vehicles, and
introducing an ultra-low emission vehicles scheme for
staff, as well as more efficient printing practices. The
university’s first apprenticeship contracts saw 70 hired
across various departments. Within the Procurement
Maturity Assessment, the university’s Corporate and Social
Responsibility scores increased from 27% in 2013-2014
to 87% in 2017-2018, helping obtain an overall rating of
80% and achieve Superior PMA status. The university
is continually looking for ways to further improve
sustainability practices.

Best Sustainability Project of the Year
WINNER: The University of Birmingham
PROJECT: Sustainability Initiative
Sustainability has become essential for modern institutions which
are serious about fighting climate change. As such, the University
of Birmingham carried out a review on ways to best integrate

JUDGES’ COMMENTS
“The University of Birmingham’s procurement team have
made a great leap in their introduction of sustainable
procurement. They have effectively galvanised a range
of stakeholders to work collaboratively to create more
sustainable supply chains. It also showed clear examples of
greater value being achieved.”

sustainability throughout every aspect of its operations. This
covered business processes, recruitment, student engagement,

Highly Commended: Arm

and procurement. A particular focus on promoting sustainability

Finalists: Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency | Foodbuy UK |

within the university’s supply chain has resulted in more than

Foreign & Commonwealth Office

to cover 25,000 additional employees within Dentsu, while
adding value to both DAN and the parent company by
increasing operational efficiencies. Among the hurdles the
team needed to overcome were conflicting business practices
and behaviours driven by a wide range of stakeholders and
competing supplier relationships, while navigating cultural
differences, language barriers and time zones between
the UK and Japan. The outcome was a unified business
brought together by several key, globally sourced strategic
agreements, which generated cost savings and operational
synergies, as well as establishing a strong collaborative
relationship between the two businesses.

Global Sourcing Project of the Year
WINNER: Dentsu Aegis Network
PROJECT: One Dentsu

JUDGES’ COMMENTS
“A good example of complex global procurement used to
integrate contracts across very different cultures with
board-level visibility and impact. Impressive tangible financial
and non-financial benefits.”

Dentsu Aegis Network (DAN) Global Technology Procurement team faced
the challenge of commercially integrating two businesses across a large
portfolio of complex global third-party agreements. The procurement
team embarked on a global sourcing initiative to bring together these
two separately operating business entities by creating common, unified
technology platforms governed by consolidated supplier contracts. The
objective was to successfully expand or renegotiate existing contracts

10 WINNERS 2020
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needed such as the procurement of diverse businesses, with
feedback provided. The measures are getting results, with
SMEs making up 60% of EKFB’s current supply chain, while its
CompeteFor platform increases visibility of HS2 procurement
opportunities and has resulted in the engagement of 650
diverse businesses. Strategic partner for piling Bauer Keller
JV has also achieved Investors in Diversity status, which was a
commitment at its tender stage.

Best Initiative to Build a Diverse Supply Base
WINNER: Eiffage Kier Ferrovial BAM Joint Venture
PROJECT: HS2
Diversity in construction is a serious long-term problem. More than 20%
of workers are aged 55+, whereas only 3% of 18-24 year olds have even
searched for a job in this industry (Source: YouGov). These figures reduce

JUDGES’ COMMENTS
“The Eiffage Kier Ferrovial BAM Joint Venture have overcome
both the difficulty in creating a brand new entity and dealing
with the low diversity nature of the civil construction market.
With a proper focus on what sort of supply chain they wanted
to develop, they have achieved some excellent results, with
60% of their supply chain made up of SMEs.”

further for gender and ethnicity. To address this, HS2 contractor EKFB
– a joint venture made up of four leading construction partners – has
implemented its equality, diversity & inclusion (EDI) supply chain plan. It
monitors HS2 subcontractors and suppliers for compliance with the EDI

Highly Commended: Sellafield

strategy. EDI performance is also considered when awarding contracts.

Finalists: IBM | Ministry of Defence |

EKFB’s Sustainability Heatmap identifies areas where specific action is

The Princess Alexandra Hospital

commitments to shared targets with six leading industry
contractors. Overall, a suite of improvements has been
implemented which outperforms Ofwat’s efficiency
target by 30%. Supply chain capital efficiency savings of
£458m have already been delivered. Thanks to a carefully
structured, collaborative and evidence-based approach,
relationships have also been transformed, supporting
SW’s vision of a resilient and affordable water future for
the South East.

Procurement Consultancy Project of the Year
WINNER: Southern Water and Arcadis
PROJECT: Southern Water Supply Chain Transformation

JUDGES’ COMMENTS
“Exceptional results delivered in both approaches to
contracting and relationships. The project had an impressive
focus on an innovative joint incentivisation model while
resolving distrust, contractual issues and confusion.”

Arcadis and Southern Water (SW) worked together to deliver a
commercial and procurement overhaul across construction and
maintenance supply chains. The objective was to secure >20%
efficiencies against a multi-billion-pound programme, and also to

Highly Commended: Lloyds Banking Group / TWS

resolve legacy supply chain relationship issues. SW had to do much

Finalists: Ayming | Foreign & Commonwealth Office and Augmentas

more for less. The water company chose Arcadis because of its

Group | GEP - GEP develops and implements a three-pronged approach to

collaborative approach, water sector and wider construction industry

enable complete procurement transformation | GEP - GEP Helps Fortune

expertise, and ability to analyse complex data. Through innovative

500 CPG Company Optimize Procurement Operations and Realize $800m

commercial models and cultural change, Arcadis secured contractual

in Savings | I-Tel Group | Retearn
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to spend £1bn on social enterprises. By working directly
with social enterprise suppliers, the company is using its
procurement spend and influence to support a diverse
range of community businesses and helping change lives
for the better. In the last year alone, Foodbuy UK has spent
more than £2.1m across over 20 social enterprises, including
Change Please, an award-winning social enterprise coffee
company that works in six counties to train homeless
people to be baristas; Toast Ale, which turns surplus bread
into a ‘planet-saving beer’; Life Water which builds wells in
developing world countries; and Miss Macaroon, a project
that works to build the confidence and skills of unemployed
young people.

Best Initiative to Deliver Social Value
through Procurement
WINNER: Foodbuy UK
PROJECT: Buying Social for a Better World

JUDGES’ COMMENTS
“The project showed that Foodbuy UK is clearly a business
whose clients expect them to source responsibly, and
within the communities they serve. They are clearly going
beyond expectations and pushing into new areas of social
procurement. Well done.”

Foodbuy UK is committed to becoming a leader in social procurement;
improving communities and the environment by working directly with
social enterprise suppliers. The company became the first food and drink
procurement organisation to join the Buy Social Corporate Challenge,

Highly Commended: Nationwide Building Society

which aims to encourage corporate partners from various industries

Finalists: Department for Environment Food & Rural Affairs

clear that NHSE&I had to move away from the globally used
price-per-pill approach with annual tenders, and redefine
the market for its unique requirements. As a result of the
project, over 50,000 patients have been treated, with a cure
rate of >95%; most will now be free of Hepatitis C. More
than 100,000 patients estimated to be infected with this
virus in England can expect to be cured earlier and more
effectively. The outcome of this first-of-its-kind approach
could see England become the first country in the world to
eliminate the disease, well ahead of the WHO’s 2030 target.

JUDGES’ COMMENTS

Public Procurement Project of the Year
WINNER: NHS England & NHS Improvement
PROJECT: Breaking Existing Paradigms in a Bid to Eliminate One
of the Deadliest Diseases in the World

“An excellent demonstration of an advanced procurement
approach, delivered in a very challenging sector with
embedded norms and commercial practices. It was truly
innovative and potentially transformational in terms of
how drugs are procured. The year-long planning, strategy
development and execution points to the level of effort and
detail the team went to.”

NHS England and NHS Improvement (NHSE&I) have applied novel
game-theoretic concepts in the public procurement environment to
support the elimination of Hepatitis C. The disease can go undetected
until the liver becomes damaged; often leading to cirrhosis or liver

Finalists: Department for International Development |

cancer, threatening patients’ lives. Fortunately, HepC can now be

Home Office | JSC “Ukrainian Railways” | Ministry of Defence | NHS

successfully cured in weeks using new oral tablets. Early on, it became

England and NHS Arden & GEM CSU | South Gloucestershire Council

12 WINNERS 2020
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the joint goal of establishing the best procurement function
in the charity sector. What sets this apart from traditional
procurement is going above and beyond to increase awareness
and identification of modern slavery, bringing 70,000 books
and toys to disadvantaged families at Christmas and enabling
homeless people to gain skills, employment and chances to
turn their lives around. A great strength of The Salvation Army’s
procurement function is its flexibility. In the wake of Covid-19,
the charity has pivoted towards food procurement, delivering
food parcels to 25,000 vulnerable families.

Procurement Team of the Year Small Organisation
WINNER: The Salvation Army
PROJECT: Beyond Just Procurement - Transforming the Salvation Army
into the Best Procurement Function in the Charity Sector
Charities have had a particularly turbulent time during the coronavirus

JUDGES’ COMMENTS
“A very clear stakeholder-led approach with a flexible model
to balance commercial and social outcomes. The challenges
were significant but were overcome through common sense
solutions at very low cost. Finally an ROI number, alongside
clear measures of success and some very impressive
outcomes. I’m really pleased to see that the team is sharing
their approach with other organisations in the sector as this
could be a game changer.”

outbreak, but their resilience and initiative should never be underestimated.
The Salvation Army has built a procurement function from scratch,

Highly Commended: The Royal British Legion

transforming its approach to purchasing, resulting in multimillion-pound

Finalists: Bromford | Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency |

savings which are invested back into helping people in need. To achieve

Institute for Apprenticeships and Technical Education |

this, it was essential to turn resistant stakeholders into advocates with

MEH Alliance | NHS Arden & GEM CSU

(D&I). In addition, there was the changing of the environment
and culture in which the company operates, championing
its agenda and promoting the benefits of D&I to its team,
firm, suppliers, clients and wider profession. The result is
the creation of an equal platform for the most skilled and
talented individuals to succeed. Change is evident in the new
all-female leadership team, with three out of the five from
BAME backgrounds. Furthermore, 100% of internal survey
respondents said they feel accepted and safe within the firm.

JUDGES’ COMMENTS

Outstanding Diversity and Inclusion
WINNER: Clifford Chance

“A strong submission which showcased the impact the team
made on the culture of the function and how they’ve become
a role model across the rest of the firm. The personal team
accounts shared showed the importance of incorporating D&I
awareness into a talent strategy.”

PROJECT: Buying into Diversity and Inclusion
Over the last three and a half years, Clifford Chance’s procurement
department has become a leading legal services team. Things looked
very different in 2016, with procurement management reflecting the
dominant demographic split of the wider firm, in being white, male and
middle-aged. The catalyst for change was the appointment of Chris
Emberton, who led the move to transform and unify procurement
globally. At the heart of this shift was the focus on diversity and inclusion
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experts, in order to develop recognised and respected
business leaders. Over the last 12 months, procurement
staff retention has been at 95%; while 17% have been
promoted to bigger roles. Since this 2018 turnaround,
savings performance has risen from £59m to £110m,
driven by procurement staff applying new skills and
approaches.

JUDGES’ COMMENTS

Outstanding People Development Programme
WINNER: Sainsbury’s
PROJECT: Creating Business Leaders: Our Team Led Development Program

“Excellent entry demonstrating the importance of embedding
training, skills and personal development into the
procurement function. An innovative approach to developing
ministries to create self-delivered change from within, through
an inclusive and accessible programme. An excellent project.”

Sainsbury’s procurement team underwent a major transformation
in 2018, to support the group’s ambition to overhaul its cost base by
significantly stepping up its approach to expenditure and efficiency.
The aim was to put procurement and commercial leadership at the
heart of the business, developing a team to drive the transformative
agenda. However, the organisation’s existing framework was
outdated and a rethink was required. The team had ownership
of the programme, described as: “created by the team, delivered
by the team, complemented by professional accreditations and
external expertise”. Support was given for procurement professionals

Finalists: HSBC Global Procurement |

starting out in their careers right through to seasoned category

Foreign & Commonwealth Office

Having struggled at school, it was years later at university
that Cael discovered he was dyslexic, though he had never
let this hold him back. Cael is proud that today he leads
the procurement of council services that were so valuable
to his family while growing up, and as one of the youngest
heads of council procurement in the country - and a working
Magistrate - he has the qualifications and drive to realise his
ambitions of changing people’s lives for the better.

JUDGES’ COMMENTS

Young Talent
WINNER: Cael Sendell-Price
COMPANY: Buckinghamshire Council

“Cael has certainly risen very quickly into a key role in
a local authority, impressively collating several council
procurement functions into one. This would have taken
significant leadership, maturity of approach and stakeholder
management skills, especially considering his young age and
academic duties.”

Cael Sendell-Price is head of strategic procurement for Buckinghamshire
Council. He has responsibility for a budget of up to £460m per annum
and £1.6bn of live contracts. His career in local government started

Finalists: Waka Kotahi - The New Zealand Transport Agency -

as a trainee strategic procurement officer and when he applied, Cael

Alice Bray | MTR Elizabeth line - Anna Thorncroft |

admits he didn’t even know what procurement was. He joined the Local

Dyson Technology - Nadine Davis | Clifford Chance - Jack Greenwood |

Government Association’s Graduate Development Programme, which

BAE Systems - Submarines - Emily Pether | Orbit Group - Emily Rogers

aims to create future directors and chief executives. What makes Cael’s

| Walsall Council - Christopher Wagner | Maidstone & Tunbridge Wells,

rise all the more remarkable is the degree of adversity he has overcome.

NHS Trust - Jack Moss
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decisions that protected Nationwide against procurement
risks. Her hard work and dedication was recognised when
she was promoted to her current position in December 2019,
where she now leads a 700-strong team across disciplines
that include procurement, banking, property, third-party risk
and communications. Since taking on this role, Laura has
played an important part in the handling of Nationwide’s
response to the coronavirus.
Before joining Nationwide, Laura was at RBS for almost nine
years. She worked her way up through the ranks to become
the head of supply chain services.
Having worked in procurement for more than two decades,
Laura says one of the secrets to long-term success in
industry leadership is to maintain curiosity and always

Leader of the Year

keep an eye on what’s going on in the world outside of the
organisation.

WINNER: Laura Faulkner
COMPANY: Nationwide Building Society

JUDGES’ COMMENTS

Director of shared services at Nationwide Building Society, Laura Faulkner
places client relationships, sustainability, and social values at the core
of her work. Laura has been the driving force behind Nationwide’s
sustainability programme, having served as director of supply chain
management and chief procurement officer for three years between
2016 and 2019. During this time, she successfully achieved optimum
value from relationships with numerous third parties and made key

“We look for a person who excels at delivery and engagement,
puts a focus on important topics, including sustainability,
diversity and social value, and is an inspiration to the
profession. Our 2020 winner is a wonderful example of a trailblazing leader, and is hugely supportive of their team. Laura
is an exceptional procurement professional who is committed
to delivering on sustainability and social value goals.”

WITH THANKS TO THIS YEAR’S SPONSORS
HEADLINE SPONSOR

EVENT SPONSORS
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Congratulations to all
of this year’s winners
Save the date for next year and be part of the event:

Wednesday 22 September 2021
For more information about entering next year visit

www.cipsexcellenceinprocurementawards.com

